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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

Unit IV

7. (a) What is injection molding process ?

Describe its merits, demerits and

applications. 8

(b) What are the advantages of plastic over

metal ?  Describe the importance features

of thermoplastic. 7

8. Explain the following sheet metal working

process : 15

(a) Stretch forming

(b) Piercing.
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Unit I

1. (a) What properties are desirable of molding

sand from the stand point of sound

casting ? Also distinguish between the

molding sand, backing and sand facing

sand. 8

(b) Two solid casting, one is sphere with a

radius of R and another is cylinder with

diameter D, diameter of the cylinder is

equal to the height of the cylinder. Both

having same volume, are to be sand cast.

Find out which of the two will solidity

faster. 7

2. (a) What is a Cupola ? Discuss the charge

calculation in cupola furnace. 8

(b) Describe Shell molding process with its

advantages, disadvantges and application.

7

Unit II

3. (a) What do you mean by plastic deformation

of metal ? Explain the yield criteria for

metal forming process. 8

(b) Discuss the design consideration for

powder metallurgy. 7

4. Explain the forging process with their

advantages and disadvantages. Distinguish

between drop forging and press forging. 15

Unit III

5. (a) What is the principle of arc welding ?

Discuss the metal transfer in welding

process. 8

(b) Explain Submerged arc welding process

with its advantages, disadvantages and

application. 7

6. Explain the following welding process with neat

sketch : 15

(a) Friction welding

(b) Diffusion welding.
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